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Abstract The 2016 Mw 6.0 Hutubi earthquake occurred in the northern Tien Shan
fold-and-thrust belts, China. However, the coseismic fault rupture model and the seis-
motectonics of the 2016 Hutubi earthquake remain uncertain up to the present due to
the small magnitude, deep hypocenter, and no surface rupture caused by the seismo-
genic fault. Here, we show the evidence that the 2016 Hutubi earthquake occurred on a
deep (15–20 km) blind-thrust fault, and the rupture of the blind fault triggers the slip of
a shallow overlying fold. Ascending and descending Interferometric Synthetic
Aperture Radar (InSAR) observations captured by Sentinel-1A/1B satellites are used
to construct the seismogenic structure of the 2016 Hutubi earthquake. It is found that a
single fault fails to provide a good fit to the observed Sentinel-1 ascending and
descending InSAR deformation. A shallow fault-bend fold with strike along the sur-
face trace of the Qigu anticline and a varying dip angle along the down-dip direction is
proposed in this study based on the geodetic observations, which significantly
improves the model fit to the InSAR observations. The estimated faulting model
shows that the 2016 Hutubi earthquake occurred on a deep blind fault with 264.4°
strike and 28.8° dip, and significant fault slip is located at the depth of 13–18 km
with a peak slip of ∼10:0 cm. The triggered shallow fault-bend fold has a listric sur-
face with slight predominant thrust slip. The static Coulomb stress change from the
mainshock on the shallow fold structure is negative, which indicates the dynamic
stress may play a more important role than the static stress in the triggering of the
shallow fault-bend fold in this case. The result of this study suggests that a moderate
earthquake with a deep hypocenter has the potential to trigger the rupture of the shal-
low overlying fault-bend fold in this zone.

Electronic Supplement: Figures showing the Global Positioning System veloc-
ity field around 2016 Hutubi earthquake and aftershock distributions.

Introduction

On 8 September 2016, an earthquake with the magnitude
of Mw 6.0 struck Hutubi County, Xinjiang Province, China,
and the epicenter (43.823° N and 86.345° E of U.S. Geological
Survey [USGS] solution) was located at ∼56 km southeast of
the city of Shihezi. This shock caused wall cracking of local
structures in the Taxihe and Qingshuihe towns around the seis-
mic zone, two injuries, and no fatality. The Hutubi earthquake
occurred at the northern Tien Shan foreland basin, where long-
term Global Positioning System observations indicate a short-
ening rate of ∼23 mm=yr across the Tien Shan (Ⓔ Fig. S1,
available in the electronic supplement to this article), which
may accommodate ∼50% of the shortening between the
Indian and Eurasian plates (Yin et al., 1998; Wang et al.,

2000, 2004, 2011; Dumitru et al., 2001). Some of the strain
accumulated across the northern Tien Shan fold-and-thrust
belt was released during the Hutubi earthquake. The concept
of fault-related folding can explain the evolution of folds in the
upper-crustal levels, related to brittle processes (e.g., Suppe,
1983; Suppe et al., 2004; Shaw et al., 2005). Thus, it acts as
an important coseismic deformation process (e.g., Kao and
Chen, 2000; Chen et al., 2001; Johnson and Segall, 2004;
Guzofski et al., 2007; Lu et al., 2017).

The Qigu, Huoergous-Manas-Tugulu, and Dushanzi-
Anjihai fold-and-thrust belts have developed along the mar-
gins between the northern Tien Shan and Junggar basin
(Guan et al., 2006, 2009; Yin, 2010). Previous studies show
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that ∼80 moderate earthquakes including three strong earth-
quakes (magnitude greater than M 7.0) have occurred in
these fold-and-thrust belts since 1716 (Wang et al., 2004;
Lu et al., 2018). The Hutubi earthquake is the largest seismic
event recorded along the fold-and-thrust belts of northern Tien
Shan in the past century (1916–2017). The largest on record is
the 1906 M 7.7 Manas earthquake that occurred ∼71 km
west-northwest of the Hutubi event, and it was inferred that
the Manas earthquake occurred at the Qingshuihe fault ramp
beneath the northern Tien Shan, and whether the Hutubi earth-
quake and 1906 Manas earthquake share the same seismo-
genic fault still remains unknown (Xie and Cai, 1986;
Zhang et al., 1994; Zhou et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2004).

After the earthquake, USGS reported the estimated focal
mechanism of the 2016 Hutubi earthquake is 80° for strike
angle, 19° for the dip angle, and 81° for the rake angle, and
the auxiliary nodal plane parameters are 269° for the strike
angle, 71° for the dip angle, and 93° for the rake angle.
Moreover, Liu et al. (2017) also inferred a source model of
the Hutubi earthquake based on global teleseismic body
waves. However, they concluded the teleseismic body waves
used in the study did not yield a unique coseismic fault geom-
etry because of the simple slip pattern and the insignificant
directivity of the rupture extension. They infer that a north-dip-
ping plane may be the seismogenic fault of the Hutubi event
due to the good fit with the observed teleseismic body wave-
forms and good agreement with the distribution of aftershocks.
However, the study by Lu et al. (2018), using the seismic
reflection data, proposed a south-dipping reverse fault, which
is considered as the seismogenic fault of both the 1906 Manas
and 2017 Hutubi events. Both studies believe that the Hutubi
earthquake does not cause apparent surface rupture due to the
deep hypocenter and relatively small magnitude. The inconsis-
tent results of the previous studies about the Hutubi earthquake
make the source parameters uncertain, for example, the coseis-
mic fault strike angle, dip angle, and slip distribution.

Here, we focus on both the seismogenic faulting model
of the 2016 M 6.0 Hutubi earthquake and whether the main
fault motion has triggered the rupture of the shallow overly-
ing fault-bend fold structure. Previous studies show that
some earthquakes, including the 1906 M 7.7 Manas earth-
quake (also occurred in northern Tien Shan fold-and-thrust
belts), 1983 Mw 6.5 Coalinga earthquake, the 1985
Kettleman Hill earthquake, and the 1987 Whittier
Narrows earthquake, occurring in fold-and-thrust belts share
the same rupture pattern of a deep thrust fault and a shallow

fold (King and Vita-Finzi, 1981; Stein and King, 1984;
Zhang et al., 1994; Yang et al., 1998).

In this article, we first explore the activity of the shallow
fault-bend fold based on the detailed geodetic Interferometric
Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) surface displacement
fields. Then, we infer the likely seismogenic fault of the
Hutubi event using the aftershocks distribution and a geo-
logical cross section. Furthermore, we infer the best-fit
coseismic fault geometry and slip model using joint con-
straints of the Sentinel-1A ascending and Sentinel-1B
descending InSAR observations, and discuss the relationship
between the rupture of the shallow fault-bend fold and the
activity of deep main fault. This study presents a detailed
faulting model of the 2016 M 6.0 Hutubi earthquake and
shows that a shallow fault-bend fold could be triggered by
a moderate earthquake in the northern Tien Shan fold-
and-thrust belts. In addition, we analyze the relationship
of the seismogenic faults of the 2016 M 6.0 Hutubi and
1906 M 7.7 Manas events.

Data and Interpretation

We combined Sentinel-1A ascending and Sentinel-1B
descending Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) data to measure
the coseismic surface displacement fields of the Hutubi
earthquake. Table 1 presents the detailed information of
the used SAR data, and the coverage of the two tracks is
shown in Figure 1. Obviously, both tracks cover the seismic
area and the three fold-and-thrust zones in the piedmont of
northern Tien Shan.

The ascending and descending Sentinel-1 C-band SAR
images, acquired in the Terrain Observation with
Progressive Scan (TOPS) imaging mode, are processed using
the GAMMA InSAR software (Wegnuller et al., 2016). To
avoid the phase jumps in the overlapping area between the
adjacent bursts of the TOPS SAR data, azimuth coregistration
is repeatedly carried out (three times here) to acquire an azi-
muth alignment with the precision of 0.0001 pixel. The
Shuttle Radar Topography Mission 4 digital elevation model
is used to remove the topographic phase component (Farr
et al., 2007); and the minimum cost function algorithm is used
to unwrap the InSAR interferograms (Wegnuller et al., 2016).
The high-coherence InSAR observations in the far field are
used to estimate a 2D ramp that is removed from the initial
unwrapped phase data to mitigate the orbital error (Huang
et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2017). Figure 2 shows the InSAR

Table 1
Parameters of Interferometric Pairs of Sentinel-1A/1B Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Images

Sensor Orbital Path (Number) Slice Number Acquisition Time (yyyy/mm/dd) B⊥ (m) Heading Angle (°) Incidence Angle (°)

Sentinel-1A Ascending (114) 12 Master: 2016/11/19 −0.6 346 39.4
Slave: 2016/12/13

Sentinel-1B Descending (92/3) 3 Master: 2016/11/24 125.4 194 33.6
Slave: 2017/12/18

“B⊥” indicates the perpendicular baseline of the pair of SAR images.
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deformation of the 2016 Hutubi earthquake. The Sentinel-1
ascending and descending data maintain interferometric
coherence in the main seismic zone. The interferometric
decorrelation in the south of the deformation fields could
be caused by dense vegetation cover.

Both of the ascending and descending InSAR present pos-
itive deformation signals (shortening along the line-of-sight
direction) in the seismic zone, which indicates that the surface
displacements could be mainly controlled by the uplift motion.
It suggests that the measured InSAR deformation has resulted
from a predominant reverse event. High spatial resolution
InSAR data provide the opportunity to map the fine surface
movement in the main seismic zone. The sharp phase jumps
and interferometric decorrelation can be found in the Sentinel-
1 ascending and descending observations along the surface
rupture trace marked by black arrows and dashed lines in
Figure 2 andⒺ Figure S3. These cannot be caused by a single

main fault rupture in the deep crust. In addi-
tion, the optimal image (Ⓔ Fig. S3) of this
zone shows that there is a significant fold
scarp along the trace of the phase jumps
and interferometric decorrelation. There-
fore, we hypothesize that a shallow fault
rupture also contributes to the observed
InSAR surface deformation fields.

Figure 3 and Ⓔ Figure S2 show the
aftershocks distribution along the two cross
sections of A–A′ and B–B′ (Lu et al.,
2018). The time-series distribution of after-
shocks indicates that more than 63%
aftershocks occurred in the four days after
the mainshock. However, the large after-
shocks with magnitudes more than M 4.0
were mainly concentrated in the 6–12 days
period after the mainshock, and they could
be triggered by the mainshock and/or the
previous dense small aftershocks. The
time-series aftershocks distribution on sec-
tion A–A′ shows that dense aftershocks
occurred around a north-dipping plane (the
black solid line in Fig. 3 and Ⓔ Fig. S2)
with a dip angle of ∼30°, we hypothesize
that this north-dipping plane may be the
seismogenic fault responsible for the
2016 Hutubi earthquake (Lu et al., 2018).
The B–B′ section shows most of the after-
shocks are located at the west of the epicen-
ter, but few are found in the east of the
epicenter. This suggests a single westward
rupture propagation of the 2016 Hutubi
earthquake.

Figure 4 shows the geologic profile
across the surface trace of P–P′ (the blue
solid line in Fig. 1) inferred from the seis-
mic reflection data (Lu et al., 2018). We

can find from Figure 4 that fold-and-thrust belts have devel-
oped in the northern Tien Shan foreland basin. White circles
indicating the aftershocks suggest a north-dipping seismo-
genic fault plane; however, no north-dipping fault has been
interpreted in this zone. Therefore, we hypothesize that the
mainshock of the Hutubi earthquake occurred on a blind
north-dipping fault at depths of 8–20 km. Moreover, we sug-
gest that the shallow fault-bend fold could be responsible for
the sharp surface deformation observed by Sentinel-1 ascend-
ing and descending tracks. However, the multilayer overlying
fault-bend folds at different depths make it difficult to distin-
guish which one has been triggered by the mainshock.

Method of Multifault Rupture Inversion

The original ascending and descending InSAR deforma-
tion fields are first downsampled using the quadtree algo-
rithm to reduce the computational effort (Welstead, 1999).

Figure 1. Map of the study region. Faults (red lines), historical earthquakes (red
circles), and aftershocks (cyan circles) are mapped on shaded relief of Shuttle Radar
Topography Mission 4 digital elevation model. Violet and black solid polygons indicate
the footprint of Sentinel-1A ascending and Sentinel-1B descending tracks, respectively.
The blue solid line indicates the surface trace of the seismic reflection section. Blue and
yellow stars indicate the epicenters of the 2016 Hutubi earthquake and 1906 Manas
earthquake, respectively.
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We preserve high coherence (>0:3) samples in the main seis-
mic zone, and a total of 1261 points from the ascending and
1427 points from the descending InSAR observations are
used to estimate the geometry and slip models of the main

fault and the triggered shallow fault-bend
folding of the 2016 Hutubi earthquake.

A north-dipping plane is preliminarily
constructed to describe the main fault of
the Hutubi earthquake. The main fault
geometry parameters of the strike angle,
dip angle, and source depth are set with
bounds of [260°, 275°], [5°, 80°], and
[−20 km, −5 km], respectively, based
on the USGS solution. The strike angle
of 278.4° and a length of 30 km of the
shallow fault-bend fold are extracted from
the surface rupture trace shown in
Figure 2. Moreover, concerning fault-
related folding in the northern Tien Shan
zone, a listric fault composed of three sub-
segments with independent dip angles and
widths along the down-dip direction is
constructed to describe the triggered shal-
low fault-bend fold. The three subfault dip
angle bounds are set as [0°, 90°], [0°, 90°],
and [0°, 60°], respectively, considering the
listric shape of the shallow fault-bend fold,
and all the subfault widths share the same

bounds of [0 km, 20 km].
We discretize the two faults with a size of 4 km × 4 km

and estimate the optimal fault geometry parameters under the
constraints of the Sentinel-1 ascending and descending

Figure 2. The Sentinel-1 Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) results.
(a) The Sentinel-1A ascending InSAR interferogram and (c) deformation field of the
2016 Hutubi earthquake. (b) The unwrapped Sentinel-1B descending InSAR interfero-
gram and (d) line-of-sight (LoS) deformation field of the 2016 Hutubi earthquake. Black
arrows and the black dashed lines indicate the surface rupture trace of the triggered
shallow fault, and blue stars denote the epicenter (U.S. Geological Survey [USGS] sol-
ution) of the Hutubi earthquake.

Figure 3. The aftershock distribution along two cross sections. Blue solid lines denote the two cross sections. Yellow stars are the
epicenter in map view and hypocenter on the cross sections. Black solid line in A–A′ cross section indicates the predicted seismogenic
fault of the 2016 Hutubi event based on the aftershocks distribution.
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InSAR observations with equal weights. To avoid unphysical
slip on the fault, Laplace smoothing constraints between
adjacent fault patches are included into the inversion.
Moreover, the inversion is further constrained with insignifi-
cant slip on the fault edges. The detailed inversion algorithm
and processing including the estimation of the smoothing
factor, fault geometry, and slip parameters can be found
in our previous studies (Yang et al., 2017; Yang, Chen, et al.,
2018; Yang, Tsai, et al., 2018). Finally, the simulated
annealing algorithm is used to train the parameters including
the strike angle, dip angle and source depth of the main fault,
and dip angles and widths of the subfaults of the shallow
fault-bend folding until we get the best-fit parameters, which
provide the globally maximum explained ratio (defined in
the study by Yang, Tsai, et al., 2018). Then, we fix the fault
geometry and rediscretize the two faults using a small size of
1 km × 1 km to estimate the detailed slip distribution based
on the finite rectangular dislocations in a homogeneous elas-
tic half-space (Okada, 1985).

The fault proposed by Lu et al. (2018) shares the similar
fault geometry with the conjugate fault suggested by the geo-
logic cross section. The north-dipping fault is the most sig-
nificant difference between the fault used in this study with
the south-dipping fault proposed by Lu et al. (2018) who
suggested a south-dipping ramp-flat-ramp structure might be
the seismogenic fault of 2016 Mw 6.2 Hutubi and 1906
M 7.7 Manas earthquakes. However, Lu et al. (2018) also
suggest an alternative seismogenic fault could be a north-dip-
ping back thrust as a minor splay fault in the duplex of the
structural wedge. Here, we also try to estimate the optimal
faulting model under the assumption of the conjugate fault
geometry (south dipping). The best-fitting south-dipping
faulting model explains ∼83%, ∼81% ascending and
descending InSAR observation. However, the explained
ratios derived from the north-dipping fault are ∼94%, ∼97%

of the ascending and descending InSAR data, both of which
are higher than the results of the conjugate south-dipping
fault. The study proposed by Liu et al. (2017) using teleseis-
mic data also suggested that a north-dipping reverse fault
should be responsible for the 2016 Hutubi earthquake. In
addition, the north-dipping fault has a higher spatial consis-
tency with the aftershocks than those of the south-dipping
fault. Therefore, it is believed that the estimated north-dip-
ping fault should be the seismogenic fault of the 2016 Hutubi
earthquake.

Results

The inferred fault model suggests that the main blind
fault of the Hutubi earthquake is a north-dipping fault plane
with 264.4° strike and 28.8° dip located beneath the observed
lobes of the InSAR deformation, in agreement with the pre-
vious teleseismic body-wave solution (Liu et al., 2017). The
estimated fault strike angle of 264.4° is similar to 269° of the
USGS solution. However, the estimated dip angle of 28.8° in
this study is less than 71° of the USGS solution, which
should be due to the different constraint data (the USGS
and our solutions are solved based on seismic waveform data
and InSAR data, respectively). The inferred main fault-slip
model (Fig. 5 and Ⓔ Fig. S4) shows a single major slip
asperity at depths of 13–18 km with a peak slip of ∼10:0 cm,
and the faulting is controlled by the predominant thrust
motion with slight right-lateral strike-slip component. A
slight slip zone controlled by the thrust motion with an aver-
age magnitude of ∼5:0 cm is found on the main blind fault at
depths of 8–13 km, which suggests that the fault rupture has
propagated to the shallow fault patches from the hypocenter.
The seismic moment of the main fault is 8:2 × 1017 N · m,
corresponding to an Mw 5.9 earthquake.

Figure 4. Geologic cross section of the trace of P–P′ (Fig. 1) interpreted from seismic reflection data, which is modified from the study by
Lu et al. (2018). Solid lines indicate the interpreted faults, and dashed lines denote the axial surfaces. White circles are the aftershocks of the
Hutubi earthquake, and the black solid line within the aftershocks denotes the possible seismogenic fault.
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The best-fit solution shows that the triggered shallow fault
has a ramp-flat listric shape. The first subfault segment has a
steep dip of 84.4° and width of 0.7 km, and it reaches to the
surface with some slight slip. The adjacent second subfault
segment has a similar steep dip of 78.8° and width of 2.7 km.
The third subfault segment has a relatively lower dip angle of
15.2° but larger width of 15.2 km than the upper two seg-
ments, and significant slip has been found on the third subfault
segment at the depth of 3–7 km. The shallow fault slip releases
a seismic moment of 2:1 × 1017 N · m, corresponding to an
Mw 5.5 earthquake. One large and two small slip asperity
zones can be well separated from the slip model of the trig-
gered shallow fault (Fig. 5 and Ⓔ Fig. S4). The major slip
asperity zone with the size of 19 × 12 km2 is located at the
middle and east of the third subfault and has predominant
thrust and slight left strike-slip components with a peak slip
of∼3:5 cm at the depth of∼4:5 km. The two small slip asper-
ity zones (the size less than 4 × 4 km2) are mainly controlled
by the thrust motion, but with different strike-slip motions
(slight left-lateral strike slip for the east one and slight right-

lateral strike slip for the west one). They are located at the west
of the third subfault at a depth of 3.4–4.5 km, and the slip
averages are ∼2:2 cm of both two asperity zones.

We estimate the predicted Sentinel-1A ascending (Fig. 6b)
and Sentinel-1B descending (Fig. 6h) InSAR deformation
based on the main fault-slip model, and get the residuals
(Fig. 6c,i) between the observations and predictions. We find
that the main fault model has a predominant contribution to
theobserved InSARdeformation, and sharp residuals (indicated
by the black arrows) are only concentrated in the north of the
surface tracemarked by red dashed lines. Figure 6d,j shows that
the predicted InSAR deformation by the shallow fault model
has good agreement with the residuals of the main fault model.
None of sharp deformation remains in both the last ascending
(Fig. 6e) and last descending (Fig. 6k) residuals. Small residuals
shown in Figure 6e,k could be resulted from a combined con-
tribution of the interferometric decorrelation (especially for the
area in the southwest of ascending InSAR), atmospheric delay
error, and surface displacements caused by the aftershocks.
Figure 6f,l shows the integrated surface displacement fields

Figure 5. The best-fit faulting model inferred from joint InSAR ascending and descending observations. Map view of the slip distribution
on (a) the main fault and (b) the triggered shallow fault. The yellow star is the hypocenter, black dashed lines denote the location of the
shallow fault, and the color changing from white to red represents the magnitude of slip on the fault patches. (c) The static Coulomb stress on
the shallow fault caused by the slip of the main fault.
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of ascending and descending InSAR tracks, both of which have
good agreement with the original observations.

To understand the stress transferring from the main fault
to the shallow fault, we calculate the static Coulomb failure
stress (CFS) change on the shallow fault using the main fault
model as input source (Chen et al., 2015). Figure 5c shows
that the CFS change is positive at the two small slip asper-
ities, but it decreases to ∼0:1 bar at the major slip asperity of
the shallow fault. It suggests that the rupture of the major slip
asperity of the shallow fault is not triggered by the static CFS
change from the main fault slip. Therefore, we hypothesize
the dynamic CFS change may play a more important role
than static CFS change in triggering the rupture of the shal-
low fault-bend fold of the Hutubi earthquake in agreement

with the previous studies (Freed, 2005; Nissen et al.,
2016; Ishibe et al., 2017).

Discussion and Conclusions

Indeed, by projecting the inferred deep main fault and
triggered shallow fault along the geologic structure section
(Fig. 7), we find good agreement between the triggered shal-
low fault and the interpreted fold and thrust in the shallow
crust. The mainshock occurred on a deep blind-thrust fault;
however, it is a little far away from the relocated aftershocks
(marked by white circles), but nearer to the hypocenter of
USGS solution. If we move the aftershocks based on location
difference between the mainshocks solved by Lu et al. (2018)

Figure 6. The observed, predicted, and residual Sentinel-1 InSAR deformations of the Hutubi earthquake. Red stars indicate the epi-
center of the mainshock, and red dashed lines denote the surface rupture trace of the shallow fault triggered by the rupture of the blind main
fault. Black arrows denote the sharp residuals after removal of the contribution of the main fault model, and they result from the activity of the
triggered shallow fault. The observed (a) ascending and (g) descending Sentinel-1 InSAR deformation. The predicted (b) ascending and (h)
descending Sentinel-1 InSAR deformation based on the main faulting model. The residual (c) ascending and (i) descending Sentinel-1 InSAR
deformation after removed the contribution caused by the main fault. The predicted (d) ascending and (j) descending Sentinel-1 InSAR
deformation based on the shallow faulting model. The residual (e) ascending and (k) descending Sentinel-1 InSAR deformation after
removed the contribution caused by the shallow fault. The predicted (f) ascending and (l) descending InSAR deformation fields derived
from both the main and the shallow faulting models.
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and USGS, and the inferred main fault (marked by the brown
line) obviously has better agreement with the aftershocks
(marked by red circles). Therefore, we hypothesize that the
disagreement between our inferred main fault and the after-
shocks could be resulted from the inaccurate locations of
the aftershocks.

The 1906 Manas M 7.7 earthquake occurred at the
southwest of Hutubi event. Previous study proposed that the
1906 Manas earthquake caused by the rupture of F3 (Fig. 7),
which is characterized by east–west trending and south dip-
ping (Lu et al., 2018). Opposite faults dipping suggest that
the Hutubi earthquake and adjacent Manas earthquake have
different seismogenic faults. Whether the 1906M 7.7 Manas
event has a positive triggering effect on the 2016 M 6.0
Hutubi earthquake needs further study. The studies by
Zhang et al. (1994) and Yang et al. (1998) propose that the
1906 Manas earthquake occurred on the deep blind fault, and
the coseismic rupture of the deep blind fault has triggered the
motion of the shallow folds. In addition, the M 7.7 Manas
earthquake reproduced the surface ruptures with offsets
between 0.2 and 0.5 m in the Huoerguosi–Manas–Tugulu
thrust-related anticline zones (Zhang et al., 1994). It suggests
that both the 2016 Hutubi and the 1906 Manas events are the
blind thrust and overlying folding earthquakes.

Previous studies proposed that fold earthquakes could
occur in the northern Tien Shan fold-and-thrust belts (Zhang
et al., 1994; Yang et al., 1998). However, this is the first time
that we have clear evidence from the surface displacements
and inferred faulting model, both of which show that a blind-
thrust fault and fold earthquake occurred in this fold-and-
thrust belt. These events with deep blind-thrust fault and
fault-related folding suggest that we should pay more atten-
tion to the shallow folds within the active fold and thrust belts
because these shallow folds can possibly be triggered by
strong or moderate earthquakes on deeper faults. In some

cases this could cause a more severe threat than the
mainshock.

Data and Resources

Sentinel-1A Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images
were provided by the European Space Agency (ESA)
and were processed by the GAMMA software (Wegmueller
and Werner, 1997). The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
solution of the 2016 Hutubi earthquake can be found at https://
earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eventpage/us20007z2r#
moment‑tensor (last accessed March 2018). Shuttle Radar
Topography Mission (SRTM) digital elevation model
data are the void-filled seamless SRTM data V4, available
from the CGIAR-CSI SRTM 90 Database
(http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org/, last accessed December 2017). The
relocated aftershocks are solved by Lu et al. (2018). Figures
were generated using the Generic Mapping Tools (GMT) soft-
ware (Wessel and Smith, 1998).
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